Location
2 E. Congress Street, Suite 705. SEC Congress Street and Stone Avenue, in the heart of Downtown.

Size
±3,505 RSF (divisible).

Lease rate
$22/RSF, Full Service.

Details
This iconic 10-story building was constructed in 1929 and was described by the press as “Tucson’s First Skyscraper”. It is considered to be our finest historic office building.
THE CHASE BUILDING
FOR LEASE | 2 E. CONGRESS STREET

SUITE 705
3,505 RSF

LEASED

TWO E. CONGRESS
7TH FLOOR

Buzz Isaacson
520.400.5500
buzz@buzzisaacson.com

Gina Beltran
520.343.2355
gina@buzzisaacson.com

Annie Lewis
520.429.8009
annie@buzzisaacson.com

THIS INFORMATION HAS BEEN OBTAINED FROM SOURCES BELIEVED RELIABLE, BUT HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED FOR ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS. IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO CONDUCT AN INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION OF THE PROPERTY AND VERIFY ALL INFORMATION. ANY RELIANCE ON THIS INFORMATION IS SOLELY AT YOUR OWN RISK.